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This r port presents the environmental prodlems which,
may arise with the further development of Ocean Thermal Enellgy
Conversion, one of the eight Federally-funded solar technologies. To
provide a background for this environmental analysis, the history and
basic concepts of the technology are reviewed, as are its economic
and resource-requirements. The potential effects of this new
technology on the full range of environmental concerns are then
discusged in terms of both their relative significance and possible
solutions. Although the emerging solar technologies vill contribute
to-environmental prohleis common tc any ccrstructicn project or
energy-producing technology, only those impicts unique tc the solar
aspects of the technology are discussed in depth here. Finally, an
environmental work plan is pres?nted listing research and development
proposals and an NEPA work plan which might help clarify and/or
mitigate specific envircnmental concerns. (Authcr/BE)
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INTRODUC ION AND ENVIRONMENTAL SUMMARY

This =r

rt presents the environmental problems which _

arise with the 'further development of Ocean Thermal Energy
ConverSiOn'IOTECT, one of the eight Federally-funded solar
.technOlogies-.

To provide a background for this environmental
.

=

AnalYSis,_ the history and basic concepts of the technology are
reviewd, as are its =economic and resource requirements. The
potentkal effects of this new technology on the full'irange of envi.e., air'and water quality, biosystems, safety,
ronmental concerns
social/instktutionai structures, etc.) are then discusSed in terms
(

of both their relative significance and possible solutions. Althoug.
the emerging solar technologies will contribute to environmental
problems common to_ any construction project or energy-producing.
technology (eg., air pollutant8 from steel production), only those
.impacts unique to the solar aspects of the technology are.discusFinally, an environmentalwork'plan is presented
sed,in.depth 11.Zre.
listing research and development proposals, and a NEPA work plan whidh
might help- clarify and/or mitigate specific environmental concerns.
B.

Environmental Concerns
1.

Potentially Toxic Effects of Metallic Elements

Ones rlous environmental problem posed by the operation
of an OTEC plant is the potentially toxic effect on marine life of
One side of
4 metallic elements eroded/corroded from heat exchangers.
an OTEC plant's heat eithanger surface will be, continually subjected
to the erosive and corrosive forces of sea water flow, causing a

certain quantity of metallic)elements.to be continua-lly

ersed

into the ambient sea water.

Depending on the material
d to bonstract heat exChangers, these elements may have a
effect on
marine organisms.
Erosion/corrosion of a 90/10 cop
-nickel

exchanger, for instance, might cause se-riousecal idal problems.
If aluminum were used, toxic effects would' prob ly be lessened,
although little is known of the toxic _effects/ M aluminum on specific
marine organisms. The use of titanium' as
heatlexchanger material
May cause even fewer environmental proble
since it is highly cor-rosipn-resistant.
Finally, if plastics an be developed for heat
ex anger use, this particular_ tpxiciy problem may be obviated
altogether.

tf

11

2.

Potential Ecologic

Imp, ets of Ocean Water Mixing

In an OTEC plant.vasticinanties of cola, deep ocean water are
con inuously-15umped

e prIensers near the ocean surface; a similar amount of warm stir/face water is also pumped through the evapf orators.
This artit cial axing of natural thermoclines, salinity

gradients, and biotic sp

es near an OTEC plant could have an adverse
effect on locp.1 marine tosystems.
For instance, marine biota pumped
up from deeper water gill experience both a temperature increase and
a pressure
.op4 su
ce organisms passing through the evaporatQrs
will experienge a
perature decrease.
FurthOYmore, the temperature
S

7

4ters surrounding an operating OTEC plant may
be lvvereda fe- _egref.3,5 below previOusly normal levels, dependplan
is sited:
Since lower surface water teming on/where t
olaht efficiency,. computer modeling studies
peratOres wouM
deg_
/,
will/ inclicate/water
charge patterns and methods which would alley'
e this -Itential problem; while laboratory tests and literature
1 help determine the extent to which typical biosysterns
would be
Jacted by pressure, temperature, and salinity changes.
lOn the /?.'her hand, the artificial uowelling of deep 'ocean water
The nutrient-rich cold water
may hAve positive consequences.
of surface ocean

,

to the surface may hole establish commercial kelp farms
or Z shrries by enhancing biological growth in the vicinity of
pump,

OT

plants/
-2=

3.

potentially Toxic Effects of Working Fldid Leaks)

Since in each OTEC plant Millions of square feet of hea_ exahanger
surface area will be subjected to physic 1 and chemical stresses,
allowing the working
leaks may develop in the exchanger surfac
fluid to seep into the seawater. Since OTEC plants will be equipped
with inventory- monitdring devices, any significant_ leaks would be

,

If ammonia. (the most likely working fluid candidate) were
detected.
used, the environmental impact of small leakt (less than 1 perGent

of total inventory each day-) would probably be negligible, since the
seawater floW would dilute the ammonia considerably. However, Since
,much larger spills are possible (for example, if a ship were to
.collide with an OTEC plant)( dispersion modeling could be used to
determine the probable extent' of ocean area impact. The specific
effects on local marine species impacted.,by a'large-scale working
fluid spill could be determined by laboratory-testing.
Potential Ecological Impacts of Biocides,-

Chlorine has been suggested for use as a biocide to prevent biofouling on the seawater side of heat exchanger surfaces. Although
proposed initial concentrations in an °TEC plant are 10-50 times

greater than EPA's acceptable limit for marine waters, thou concentrations would be diluted quickly by ambentisea water beyond the
-immediate discharge area of an OTEC plant. The rate of dilution
could be determined by dispersion modeling; laboratory studies
uid help determine which marine species would be affected and
what degree by the chlorine discharge. This potential problem
may be circumvented altogether by the use of mechanical cleaning
devic__ --(e.g., the periodic passage of rubber balls through heat
)

exchanger tubes), anti-biofouling chemical coatings on exchanger
4
surfaces, 'or the possible mhnipulation of heat exchanger surface
However, mechanical cleaning devices probably will
properties.
not work if potentially more efficient plant-and-fin heat exchangers
are used.

5.

Potential Worker Safety Problems

The use of. different chemicals in OTEC plants (e.g-,.ammonia or
propane.-as a working fluid, chlorine as a biocide) could endanger the
-I
safety of construction, op4ration;, or maintenitnce personnel., For
(
instance,a mildly\tbxic gas is pioduced w ien ammonia is combined-th se,;water.

On the other hand, ammonia's strong odot below
toxic levels would provide a warning of possible danger. The
posSibility of fires or explosions would be espeCially serious
if propane were chosen as A working fluid, which seems dnlikely,
at the present time.
libwever, safety procedures and guidelines
would have to be established to govern the use of any potentially
dangerous chemicals ,aboard an OTEC.plant.
6,

Potential Climato]ogical Impacts of Lowered Sea Surface
Temperatures

An OTEC plant's. artifical upwelling of vast quantities of cold,
deep water may lower by a few degree the surface tempera
e of the
ambient ocean.
A slightly lower ocean surface temperature may lead
to a slightly lower local air temperature, Anomalies in the

ocal mioroclimate caused by the operation of a single OTEC
plant may be significant, depending on the site chosen, The
climatological impacts of several plants operating in the
.same general ocean area may be even more seriou s although impacts will be limited by the need for each plant to maintain
adequate temperature differentials.
7.

Social

nd Institutional Impacts'.

Because OTEC components could be built on shore in existin4 coastal shipyards using existing construction techniques
and m _riaiS, especially those typical for deep oil drilling
\rigs, the development of °TEO systeMs should have fewsocial
impacts beyond those
'7nciatedl.vith any large construction
project.
However, d- -wator protected areas near deployment
sites likely will b required for final assembly, causing trans-

portatioh and suppent problem

typical for 'any deep =water con=

Some OTEC plants may contribute base =load
is ttnq
-ids, but they should have few unique

rUCtL01-1 pr rCleet--Lr (:triCi

410.

4-

impacts on utilities. However, exploitation of thermal resources in ocean areas beyond the jurisdiction of an indiv-

idual nation may introduce

problems

regarding the rights,
installing and operating

ponsibilthes, and liabilities
energ'= Producing Plants in internati6nal waters.

-5-,

SECTION II

TECHNOLOGY

History of Technoy
The basic thermodynamic law underlying ocean thermal

process for producing energy from
_h'
the difference in temperatle
between surface and deep sea water,
:
was promulgated more that-1'150 years ago.
imost a century ago,
the principle was related s ecifically to the ue of sea water
*_
as a power-source, and full cafe demonstration ppwer plants
have been built within- the-'last 50 years. :Although an OTEC plant
has never produced electricity commercially, its operating pi'inN
ciples have been clearly defined and technically demonstrated.

.energy conversion (OTEC),

,---

.

In 1824, Sadi Carnot, a French engineer, wrote in his Re=
flections on the Motive Powerof Heat:
The production of motion in the steam engine
is always accompanied by a pircumstance which
we should particularly notice. This circumstance is the passage of caloric from one body
where the temperature is more or less elevated
to another where it is lower.... The motive
power of heat is independent of the vents employed to develop it; its quantity ig determin
solely by the temperature of the bodies betwee
hich, in the final reset, tle transfer of the
loric occurs.
In other words, man's ability to convert heat energy into.mechaniCal energy in any heat engine is limited not so much by. the temperature of the heat source as by the difference in temperature
between the hea° into an71 the heat out of the engine. The dififerPnce in temper attire is the real source of power, and the

heat within tie engine the most imp9rtant
question: Car is studies established that, at least theoretically, any difference in temperature could be used to generate
efficient. transfer o

Julat over 50 years later, the ability Qf "natural-forces"

to prodUce electricity was debated tbteoretically in the pages
I/
the-September
of a French magazine, L3TzuftatLLikl.-4

\

17,_1,881-, issue,, Jacques d'ALponVal utilized Ca-, ots( prL:ciple to

hypothesize a process for prOucing temperature gradient power.
_I
A
He suggested operating a closed system in which a warlang fluid,
possibly liquid sulfur dioxide, would bevaporized by the warmof the spring at Grenelle, then condensed by colder
(30 °G}
(l50
river water,-the esulting prpssure drop across the system
to that many places
providing a constant source of poWer. He
.

.

i

in the world could "tarnish the necessary temperature differential.
ideally, the evaporator could be .immerged in\the equatorial seas
the equatorialand the condenser at the poles, but he noted th

a- alone might suffice, since the temperature 114000 meters below
the surface was 4°C.
D'ArsonVal's student and friencL Georges Claude, verified
d'Arsonval's hypothesis experimentally before the French Academy
of Sciences on November 22, 1926,4wher his thermal gradient engine
2/,
Claude
produced three watts of power to light three small )amps.
preferred water in an open system over :sulfur dioxide or any other-

gas in a closed system, because it was cheaper ad he felt it would
tranfer heat more efficiently through the inevitably dirty walls
After his initial experimental success,- e proof his boilers.
ceeded to build

60 kW plant in the industrial complex at Ougree-

Marihaye, near-Liege, Belgium; By June, 1928, he succeededin producing electricity utilizing the' 0 °C difference between t:e water
:of the Meuse River and the codling water of blast furnaces.
Buoyed by his continued success, Claude decided-to build ah
experimental ,OTEC plant in the

rop4cs to` take advantage of greate

temperature differentials and inexhaustible supplies of sea water.
On the coast of Matanzas Bay, 100 kilometers east of Havana Cuba,
he built a powerplant that by .the fall of iyo was Producing:22 kW
3of power.
However, Claude- was able to drOp his cold cater pipe
only 700 meters belOw the surface of the sea. The resulting temperature differential of only 14. C, the low vapot pressure of s
water,
deployment problems with the cold water-pipe, and temperature fluctuations in the Gulf Stream caused Claude to shut down his plant.

Although Claut's Cuban OTETplant Was economically inefficient
(Cuban electriCity was purchased to help run the pumps), the ability
to produce electricity from ocean temperature gr-dients tad been
clearly demonstrated.
After he left Cuba, Claude's enthUsiasm for the temperature
gradient,pewer principle continued unabated. He hoped to overcome
.3orke of the engineering and enviroloqental problems he encountered
e 10,000 ton steamer,
in Cuba by building apower unit aboard
Tunisie, with which he hoped to produce 800 kW.

He stationed the

ship off the coast of Brazil in 1934, dropped his cold-water pipe
into the waters beneath,and, after a lengthy :Series of technical
'nally operated history's first oceanand personnel problems,
going °TEC power plant.

other French scientists carried on Claudes'ideas and his
work. -Further research led to the formation in 1948''of "Eno-c
des MerW' for the --q-)Iidit purpose of building an OTEC power plan
-AN

-8-

on the -African Ivory Coast at,Abidjan,

5/

French scientists- hoped
-

their 7000 kW shoreline power plant Ovould utilize an offshore
temperature differential of.20-o C to produce both power-and pot-

.able water.- Construction was begun in the early 19501s, but the

project was hindered by many of.the erne technical prdblems that
beset Claude in Cuba:- the immersion 'of a large diameter pipe in
deep ocean water, intake of fauna in the cold water pipe, corrosion, pOwer oss in pumps,and inefficient tem
-ature aifferen-,
tials.

The French finally.abandoned the poject in favor of a
cheaper hydroelectric plant.
After the initial 100 years of spOradic,invegtigation into
wind experimentation with oceanj thermal energy conversion, mostly

by French scientists and technicians, the U.S. Federal government
became interested and involved in the early 197.0's. 'Spurred on
by increasing energy demanOs and. dwindling enercv resources, the
Federal government began llocating increasing sums of money for
_

_

Ocean thermal energy
conversion was fit funded in FY 72 for $84,000, followed by
$230,000 in FY 73, $730,000 in FY 74, $3',000,000 in FY 75, $6,000,0 0
in FY 76 and $2,400,000 in the transitional quarter..
research -into all phases 'of solar energy.

e

Federal funding for O'P'EC research nobably will continue to

rise during the next several f
'1 years.
According to ERDA's
Epgram Approval Document For So ar Energy Development (March
0

1976), $9.2 million are projected' for FY 77, $2.1 million for
F
FY 78, $85.3 million f
79,and $231.6 million for FY 60.6/
Increased Federal monies hdve nurtured increased involverent -by theAmerican academic and industrial communities. The
first public OTEC workshop, convened to review the status .of
thehational OTEC prbgram, was held at Carnegie-Mellon University
CM
the second was held in Washington, D.C., in
June, 1973
.

4

September, 1974(z

8/

At the' third and latest
workshop, held in
4
-

Houston in May,/1675, 150 representatives of, industry, universities/and government met -to present) listen to, and discuss, more
than 30'tedhnical reports, on various aspects of OTEC technolO9Y-9/.

e

e

()

Basic Technolo ical Concepts
Introduction

The basic operating principles of an OTPC powerplant
have retrained unchanged since d'Arsonval poposed'them almost
The ocean is (or all practical purposes an infinite
1.00 years ago.
solar energy from the
heat source, converting and storing the incident

The warm water Is pumped
sun in'the form of,Warm surface water.
through an evaporator containing a working fluid in 'a closed
Rankine-cycle system.- The vaporized working fluid drives,a gas
turbine which provides the plant's power. Having passed through
the turbine, the vapor is condensed by colder water drawn up from
deep in the ocean and then pumped back into the evaporator for
re -use in the same cycle. No "fuel" of any kind is used; the enclosed working fleuid simply is evaporated and condensed over and
over by the warm surface and colder deep ocean' water (see Figure II-1).

The open Rankine system tested by Claude operates-in much the
-same way, except sea water itself is used as the working fluid,

obviating the need For heat exchanger surfaces. Warm surface.,sea
water flows into 'an evacuated evaporator where the lowered pressure causes it to boil. The steam produced passes through a turbine,
Again, no "fuel"
after-which it is condensed bar cooler ocean water.
is used.
However, altheua i oTEC operating principles are simple and well

known, both the closed and -)part c,=ele systems pose complex engiIn both cases, the small temperature
neering and cost problems.
differentials (approximately 40°F vs. 1000°F in coal-fired boilers)
of -ge quantities of water must be pumped,- the pumping
dictate tha'
Additionally,
power being subtracted From the net power of the system.
the closed syst_tll

ever larfe s

fac,==-,s problems in efficiently transferring

Face ar,_:

heat

whHo com7:traction and maintenance of large

FIGURE 11-1
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vacuum enclosures and the design and manufacture of low pressure
vapor turbines with rotor diameters on the.order of 100 feet are
needed for the open system.,

9

SeVeral different research teams have been working to overcome'
the problems of both closed and open systems. One of America's OTEC
pioneers, J. Hilbert Anderson, and his son, James H. Anderson, Jr.,

have been publishing their OTEC studies since the'mid-1960's and have

formed Sea Solar Power, Inc., to advance work on velosed OTEC system.
Clarence Zener, who also worked on OTEC systems during the
1960's, is currently with a team at Carnegie- Mellon University which
has been studying conceptual designs for OTEC system components.
A
University of Massachusetts/Amherst team has been studyingOTEC possibilities in the Gulf Stream off .Miami, Florida, since the early
1970's, while Johns Hopkins UniVersity's Applied Physics Laboratory
(APL) has been assessing OTEC's engineering and economic /.feasibility.
cl

Two industrial teams, Lockheed and TRW, have prepared sV.udies of comcle

114plete hardware systems for OTEC power production at sea using-state10/11/
of-the-art technology and current material. nd product prices.-(Sed Figures T1 =2 and TI- 3 for drawings of Lockheed and TRW-models.)
Althougn closed c _idle OTEC systems seem 0 hold the most promise
for the imMediate future, current research is also being carried out
On the open system.
Hydroynautics, inc. hasbeen studyi-g the
engineering feasibility and probable costs of an open-cyele 0 EC

system utilizing falling film direct contact evaporation and c
densation.
12/

An open -cycle system- using low-pres.sure steam has been

a modification has been suggested to UtiLize foam
13/
instead of water vapor or liquid.
Finally,' tte Colorado School
of Mines has been involved ion a study of turbines applicable to opencycle OTEC systems.
proposed;

FIGURE 11-2
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EivjELINE ::-IYSTEM CONFIGURATION

Heat Ex-:hangers

If closed cycle systems are to become increasingly feasible
both technologically and economically,. aTEC proponents point out
b
that fufther inten
intensive engineering development must be carried

out in several key areas, the most important being heat exchanger
design and construction.
The heat exchangers are probably the single most important
component of an °TEC s stem, both in terms of operating efficiency
and cost-effectiveness, since the efficiency of the heat exchangers
working fluid and vice
in transferring-heat from the water to the working
versa will significantly affect plant operation. The measure of a
heat excnanger
abi1 i Ly to perform efficiently is its heat trans.

ter coo t=ficient,

2 0

U,FlitnHasurf.-_d in Lieu/ hr- ft- --17.

U is a function of
both construction material and design, and it is further influenced
during operation by exchanger resistance to corrosion, erosion, and
biofouling by marine organisms.
In terms of cost - effectiveness, how-

ever, the optimum heat transf r coefficient must be weighed against
the initial cost of exchanger materials and construction and their
expected longevity.
several different:a materials have been considered for heat exchanger construction, but presently only foUr seem to be realistic
possibilities:
titaninm, aluminum, 90/10 copper-nickel, and plastic.

Titanium is being seriously considered as,a heat exchanger
ma erial because of r-:; excellent res stance to sea water corrosion and its abijity to withstand hic we
flow velocities without
erodin,,
Its ;tre cp:h and durability also recommend it, since
thinner 'tube walls wou14 allow easier heat passage, and longer tube
life would minimize maintenace, tepoir, and replacement ces_
_tanium 'DSQ-.: potential availability and cost problems.
Although titanium jS tne ninth mcr,;t abundant metal in the crust of the
40VC!C,

earth, American industry curr,-.s.ntly has the -.1nacity to produce
14/ Consequently,
onlv 18,500 short inns of titanium per year.

tiaatam prices are higher than those of the other heaT,
exchanger material candidates. However, titanium produotion
could he increased,marT.edlv with 14ulewn technology, thurohv re,

ducing cost and increasing availability.
titanium's current cost and possible availability probIt is now
lems, aluminum has been suggested as an alternative.
cheaper and,: much more plentiful, but it is structurally weaker
and more susceptible to sea water corrosion. It has a shorter
initial costs
life ev-Nardiancy in an undersea environment, hut

rCJ,

t

Ati

may compensate cur later replacement costs.
The'90/10

LChO

alloy being considered as a then

exchanger

in both- land-based and shipboard
Since in its
power plant cOndensels using sea water as a coolant.
'ionic state it is tejc to certain marine life, it would probably
tnhibir hieroolinq_e,froctrvelv in the heat exc-allger tuber This
material has been extensi.Nfol\:

11'-:01:1

advantage, heweY-F, would have to he weighed against its potentially
toxic effects on marine life in the ambient ocean waters. Coppernickel also resists corrosion nun to seawater very well; however,
wiLh ammonia could corrode copper-nickel surfacies
Because of copper's incompatibility with ammonia, the
extoensively.
most likely OTPT.: T,.foring fluicl, its use as a heat exchanger material
mav a

bFbcluded.

bb fabricated From plastic, iF technical
brdblem unidum to ihe use.eF prIastic can be overcome. For instance,
r_ho sin L-- plastic resin or combination of rosins best suited to
Hea

ochangots

long-trm dudblwarer use mist be found.. Furthermore, since thermal°
icicil giapite-filled,
be ma:,imU,
mus
matyrLuls mdd he Iied re enhance the.thermal and hydraulic
urfacbs/ If a plastic matbrial can
prbetLie,
at r(2ssc2s of use in heat exchangers,
boidevolobed to wiLhstand
)

oTc- blsnt caddl odtFT, ms-

-1h eereused sir

v.

/

The final decision on heat exchanger materials will be in
fluenced to some extkit by exchanger design and vice versa.
Two basic designs are under consideration: shell-andiLtube and
plate-an -fin.
The shell-and-tube exchanger seems the most viable
4

at the .-oment, since it is widely iq,ed in industrial heat exchange
operations.
Plate-and-fin exchangers, on the other hand', have not

been built on theScale needed in an OTEC plant.
3.

Biofouling ConIrrol

h1houqh it is not clear to what extent marine organisms will
foul the Sea water side of hvtxchanger surfaces, the potential
for inefficient heat transf
due to -underwater biofouling has
led to extensive research on both the extent of biofouling to be
expected and different methods of counteracting it.
Bi-ofouling

ti

effects will be less severe in the condenser than in the evaporators,
since cooler, deeper water is much less conducive to mici-c4copic
life than warmer surface water. However, Eilly biofouling.
will be
ti s
since maxiMum heat excl'iange is the life
principle c. a OTECTlant.
The selection of a site will influence the degree to which biofouling affects plant operation.'1. Although marine iota are llic
dense in coastal waters -clue to the increased nutrient content

ciE land runoff, an OTEC ptant operating in the open ocean may also
bey[ffected.
Nutrient enichment caused by artificial upwelling
will promote biofnulinq no matter whproOTEC plants aro sitod.
PaTYLitcular siLes will have to be tested indivi'dually to ascertain
th e speciFld types and concentrati:Jils of marme or...ciani5ms presenL.

The water at the candidate sites Li:1st also he sutticienLly deep

so that the cold water pipo will not draw organism-rich water
From near the ocean floor.
Moreover, reitain biota may adhere
to heat xchanqer liunf-aci_4_
in the event o
flow shutdown
during storms ancr mainrienc,
otr
They would initvto he
.

removed before operal:Aon±i-losumed

Bicofouling problems can bk curbed somewhat by regulating the
flow of water through the exchanger system.
At a sea_water flow of
6 ft/seo, organisms have mQro difficulty attaching themselves to the
tube walls than at slower speeds. OTEC researche -.-r=r--are also studying

chemical (chlorinationechanical (the use of brushes or rubber
balls), and material (exchanger surface coatings) means of preventing
biofouling.
4.

Working Fluid

The choice of the best possible working fluid for the closed
system is also important For the development of OTEC power plants.
The fluiid-Wi,nst notohly have the heat transfei characteristics and

thermodynamic properties necessary for ef*ient energy conversion,
but it should air q. be compatiblo with the material chosen for heat
exchanger construction, readily available at, a areasonable q=st,
safe to work with, lind non-toxic to the environment in case of a
leak.
Three f uids have been seriously considered for use in OTEC power
plants:0, ammonia, propaho,and the fluorocarbon R 12/31.
However,

R 12/31 has demonstrated te poorest
erma'_ characteristics of the
three and the National Marine Fisteries Serv. =7e has noted that
beside'=1 posing potential dangers to marine life if 1akod into the
o4an, it may escape into. the atmosphere here it co:
to des.trov tie protective ozone Layer.
Consequently, ammonia and
ptopane are the leadind c.7,fididates for OTEC working
uid use, and
the final decision wtli t=obably be influenced by the heat exchanger
jtaterial chosen.
'

Propane is being cc._f-isidered because,of its low cost and high

density at operating Aonditions end its relatively low corrosive
eF fect on potential ht exchanger materials.
Ammonia, on the oLjaer
hand,

i s h i g h l y

r _ ! P r t o

e to oppPer and conner allovr,i.
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Ftu t aMMoniia's

working characteristics are
erior to propane's.
It has a mii,ch
higher therma,1 conductivity and heat of evaporation, and dhly a
slightly, lower heat capacity.
Since it is less flammable than proft
pane, it poses fewer safety hazards.
Furthermore, an ammonia
leak into the ocean nay have only a ty4111) _,ry local effect, since
it is highly water soluble.
Sufficiently diluted, it may even serve
--a-a__ a nutrient for marine biota.

Energy Utilization

1

The energy produced d-bV an OTEC plant has to be transmitted
to consumers and,' for
- ilant floating some dAtance, at sea,
solutions to thci, transmission problem may be complex and expensive.

However, if OTEC plants can- produce electricity cheaply enough,
consumer savings in energy costs will compensate for any added
costs of transmission.

An OTEC plant will genierate alternating current; most land --ased
power users demand alteratating current.
Therefore, the energy transmissi
problem could be solved simply by connecting the power plantto the a _ility via an underwater AC umbilical cable.
distances's (less than 20 miles)

,

For short
an AC ocean-to-land hook-up ma

be economically feasible.

At distances greater than 20 miles from
shore, AC transmission losses, plus the cost of the third con
ductor necessitated by alternating current indicate that direct
_

current, tr",finsmission may be economically and technically more
fea'sible_

DC transmission will incur a cost penalty
For the power,conversion equipment needed-at both ends of the
fl
underwater iable.

At some distanc=om land, however, the transmission of electrical energy via underwater cable will become prohibitively expensive=
-Therefore, other means of utilizing °TEC produced electricity will
have to be developed.

Electricity in an ocean environment can be used to produce different energy intensive materials, provided the elctrici4 is cheap
enough to make the processes economically fe'asible. For instance,
sea water ould be electrolyzed to make hydrogen-; liquified,hydro.

gen could then he shipped by tanker to consumer ports for uND,
15/
Liquid oxygen may tie a va'uable byrpTbduct
hydrogen power cells.
thehydrogen-proglucing process. Nitrogen from the ambient air could

be added to the hydrogen to Produce ammonia, which presehtly is in
Electrolysis of sea water may
greter demand than liquid hydr _en
pro, uco significant quantities of chlorine, caustic soda, And magnesum. Furthermore, if the necogsary raw materials can be trans

the OTEC plant, the electricity could be used to produce
Any of these
alum-i_ntirn from barixita or liquid natural ga;s f om coal.
ctly from an OTEC
energy-intensive products could be shipped

port

plant to markets anywhere in the world. ,T_Werefore, since OTEC plants
may be sited near potential markets, the' cost of transporting either

raw materials or their products may become a less importannsideratiotm
/71

Y.

site Specificaton
.(,2q_ate sites Aglil be an important step in

The identification

Since OTEC depends on the difpotantial.
fore re in Lemp6n-ILure between surface And deep ocean water, a specific
site must demonstrate a temperature differential sufficient to
A number of such
--icient plant operati8n year round.
qua ran Lee
16/
sites can bar found world -wide betweenj 20°' of the
th

YtC ,velopMent of-_,OTEC's

t

Furthermore, it has been estimated that plant cos
expo 1!-1tftly

17/
the LeluiL_ =ture differential:2

c

5

t At
)sL At

(_1(111-

2

aLure difeerc -7e at site

4

This ct)st impact is caused principally by the smaller amounts of
4xchanger material needed at sites with greater tempetature differ en
TherefQ,ro, a specif47jsite must be okosen before a
can be accurately predicted.
0'

Finally, both the environmeit's effects on the plant alid 4 he
plant's effects on thA environment will have to be considered.
Low .current, wind, and wave velocities are desirable for stable
plant MOoring and/or positioning, but high ri?urrent velocities

would aid in the dispersal of effluent waters. Major storm'
areas should be avoided.
On the other hand, the impact of
OTEC operations On the local ecolbgy will also have to be c61-1sidered in the selection of ()TEC sites.
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SECTION III
.ECONOMICS AND.MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS
1.

A.

Introduction

ice neither a demonstration nor dprototype OTEC powerplant
has yet been built in the U.S., the economics of-.the system are some'What uncertaipi.

Even though the heat exchang.ers, for itastance, are

the single most expensive subsystem of an OTEC plant, accounting for
5070 percent of.the,katalinitial: capital' outlay, OTEC researchers
f

have-not- yet riccl--;ed
a consensus of opinion on the design or materials
-

Furthermore, until a specific site is chosen; the economic
effects of the available temperature differential, its fkUctuations
over a year,
,0 local biofouling will be difficult-to determine
to be used.

precisely.

More (vomponent testing and laboratory modeling are needed,-

in order to develop more exact cost estimates.

4

B.

Costs

a

E:irly calculations of both th

initial capital cost and the

cost per kilowatt hour imply a favorable economic future for-OTEC
technolog. Although the first units built will cost densiderably
kilowatt than fossil-fueled or nuclear powerplants, ex
more p
pected savings duo to technological improvements, assembly line
V
production, lower operating and maintenance costs, no fuel expense,
and long life operation may allow OTEC powerplant to-,become
economically competitive with more conventional nerqy sources by
the 1990's.

Early estimates of the capital cost of an OTEC powerplant
"varied widely, since the different: OTEC proponents assumed different Lomporature differentials, differcnt design parameters,

and different.materials for the working fluid and heat exchangers.
J., Hilbert Anderson was the first 4mercian to publish an OTEC
design and cost estimate; in 1965, he'calculated that a 100 MW
plant would cost on the 'order of $165/kW.18/ Even if the effect
4if inflation-is added, that figure is generally considered
,too low. More'recent estimates bY the several OTEC proponents
arm' lifted in Table_a11=1-

in 1974-1975 dollars,
Even though these estimates are
they vary because of,t4e different assumptions mentioned above.

Furthermore, the University of Massachusetts, CMP, and APL all assumed
that various aspects of OTEC technology-could be developed or imConsequently, their figuies
proved with a minimum of res'aarch.
geribrally reflect the cdPital cost' of an,, OTEC plant after a period

'OT research and development. TRW and LoCkheed, on the other hand,
were constrained'intheir analysis to sate -of -the -art technology
an
OTEC
TheirAigures
rellresent
the
capital
cost
of
and costs.
...,,
'

.

i.

-

._

.

plant if it were- designed and built t4d Y.

CMU researchersihave studied the Capital cost figures listed
in the table and have recalculated them'assuming identical tempera=
of for heat exchangers.
ture differentials and cost per square
With identical asThat compariApn is also listed in Table
he capital costs projeCted by the various OTEC researLers fall within a reasonably narrow range of $1,540-$1,995/kW.
sumption6,

OTEC capital costs projected through the year 2020 are listed
in-Table 111-2. Assuming the first units will be built with present

technology, the cost range for 1985 qflects the'present difference
between TRW and Lockheed figures, due mainly to different working
temperature differentials.

TABLE 111 -1

CAPITAL COSY COMPARISON

CAPITAL COST/
EXCLUDING OPERATING
COST, WITH SIMILAR
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS

CAPITAL COST/
EXCLUDING OPERATING
COST WITH SIMILAR
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT
PERATURE DIFFERENTIAL,
HEAT EXCHANGER COST
PER FOOT

CMU

$1,187

S1,995

NO DATA

U. MASS

712

AP Li,

357

1,540

TRW

1,812

1,654

LOCKHEED

2,594

1,901

Source: Progress Report; Solar Sea Power Projectl7i

TABLE III-2
OTEC COST DATA

OPERATING.

YEAR

CAPITAL COST
(SAW)

COST
(mills /kWh)

N/A

N/A

1975

1985

X100

2600

LABOR REQUIREMENTS
OPERATION
CONSTRUCTION
(MAN MONTHS/YR) (TOTAL MAN MONTH

N/A

(mills/kWh)

N/A

2 =35 MAN CREW

1.7

USER COST

VIOGY-UNIT,

7 - 1'O x 10

42 51

,.._

1990

1100= 1900

1.7

32

35 MAN

EW

7

10x 10-4

29

2000

1000

1.7

3

35MAN`CREW

7

10 x 104

21 :=.- 31

35 MAN CFIEW

7

10 x 10 4

15

2020

700

1500
1200

1.7

14

2

ASSUMPTIONS AND DATA SOURCES

0.9 PLANT USE FACTOR

015 FIXED CHARGES RATE
USER COST -- CC(-16)

°M

(.9) (875)

CAPITAL COST RANGE EFFECTED BY OCEAN SITES WITH 19 °C <T 22C
EFFLUENT WATER WILL NOT INTERFERE WITH PLANT OPERATION
NO TRANSMISSION COSTS INCLUDED

SITES NEAR ENOUGH TO CONSUMERS SO TRANSMISSION WILL BE ECONOMICALLY
FEASIBLE

THIS CAPITAL COST FORECAST ASSUMES THAT COST REDUCTIONS EFFECTED BY TECHNILOGICAL ADVANCES WILL OCCUR SEPARATE FROM AND AFTER REDUCTIONS AFFECTED BY
THE MASS PRODUCTION OF POWER MODULES. HOWEVER, SINCE SIGNIFICANTLY IMPROVED
HEAT EXCHANGERS COULD BE DEVELOPED MUCH MORE QUICKLY, CAPITAL COSTS COULD
BE REDUCED MUCH MORE QUICKLY.
4,1

Source: EEC..

38

5'`

..d

The projected savings in capital costs attributable to both
improved'technology and large scale implementation are reflected
in Table IV-2 as the range of estimated costs-lin,2020.:-However,
since OTECtechnology most likely will improve at the'same time
s mass production reduces costs, the capital cost leveIsprojected
or 2020 -inlect could be reAched earlier.
hike most solar technologies, OPEC is capital -intensive;
larger amounts of capital will.be needed to construct.zan OTEC
plant than_arepresently needed,or a similarly sized conventional
power plant. Aibwever, since' drE6power is derived in -a low tem-'*"f
pezature-low pressure envirdnMent,.OTEC plant components may
last much-longer than those of conventional plants. Heat exchangers
'

made of titanium may,have a useful life of 35 years; the hull
itself'could conceivably last a century. Consequently, user
cost in mills/kWh may more accurately indicate the relative Cost
of.OTEC power.
C.

Material Requirements

Without a working prototype or a deMonstration model, it is
-difficult to accurately predict the material needs of an OTEC
In general, however, neither material nor construction
plant.
*facility needs should strain current or projected industry
Depending on final design configurations, the
capabilities.
null and cold water pipe will most likely be constructed of
some-combination of steel, reinforced concrete, or fiberglass.

Fabrication of componentS will probably take place in ship=
building yards using many of the same techniques as in the con
struction of deep sea-oil drilling rigs, while final assembly
will probably occur at protected deop-watei sites.

The Construction of heat exchangers'could necessitate
the expansion of the current titanium-industry, if titaniurrywere

chgsen as the heat exchanger-material,.

If ERpA's latest, projection

of OTEC power availability in the year 2000 (20,000 MW)
were to be
fulfilled using titanium heat exchangers at the present projected

usage rate (3700 tons/100 MW), OTC heat exchangers would consume
approximately 40 years of current U.S. titanium production capacity.
The only other potentially limited resource needed for OTEC plan_
the working fluid.

If ammonia Iffee chosen, each 100. MW OTEC plant

6
would needapproXimately 3 x 16 pounds. Since this inventory
would not have to be replenished (except f case of a leak), and
since ammonia may eventually be produced at sea using OTEC electricity,
the deployment of OTEC plants should not strain ammonia supplies.

An OTECLplant uqes no "fuel"; tnbrefordo, fill cost and availability
will note constrain OTEC tievelopment'..' A'cOnstructed OTEC plant needS

only an adequate temperature differential to produce electricity, -and
..a virtually limitless supply of sufficiently warm ocean surface water
lies within 20° of the equator.
Co- arison and Disflacement of Alternative Enerc

Sources

Ocean thermal energy conversion systems are-unique among the
solar technologies in the sense that their operation will not be
interrupted when the suh does not shine, Solar energy is continually
converted and stored in the form of warm oAan surface waters.. Except
for slight diurnal and seasonal variations, the temperature of these
waters remains fairly conbtant. Consequently, OTEC plants will be
able to operate 24 hours a day, year-round, without the added expense
of either energy storage systems or conventionally fueled back-up
power systems.
OTEC plants are therefore the only solar technology capable of
generating base-load electricity'without large-scale storage`" apacities.
Since OTEC plants have the potential to produce base-load
electricity for existing grids, they are capable of displacing fossilfueled and nuclear powerplants, the two most common base-load electricity
generators.

40

TUrthermore, OTEC- plants may be used to produce energy intensiv
materials, thus displacing and saving the more conventional fuels

.currantlyuSed in that production. .For-instance, OTEC Oltnts may
displace the conventional:fuels used to produce aluminum from bauxi_
If hydrogen became a significant energy source in the future,
the production of liquid hydrogen _by an OTEC plant would help
conserve supplies of the.more conventional fuels liquidllydro-

v!,

The prodUction of ammonia at sea would disgen would replace.
place the natural.gas and_liquid=hydrocarbons used in the ammonia
Finally, OTEC systems may be used td produce
prOdUcing' processes.
synthetic fuels e.g., liquid natu5l gas), if some source of
carbon can be economically shipped- to OTEC.sites. The economic
0
problems -`of raw materials transportation may be lessened, however,
by siting-JeTEC plants, either near tile raw material source and/or
near. the potential markets.

If OTEC power transmission constraints or price structures
promote increased rarine traffic or-industrial development,'
Such impact might arise both from
secondary impacts mad occur.
physical alterations -of the environment during facility construction
and operati_n and from related changes in area land usu, TopulaDevelopment in the coastal zones would be
tion, and economy.
regulated by State and local land use regulations nrrl by related
evelplans or prpdures under the Coastal Zone Manage ,en' Act.
__/

I"

if ii

curred,

apment of water-based industri 1 facilities,
conoerninq potential impacts and
would' raise further questi
appropriate jurisdictional controls.
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

Introduction

Sih e. OTEC pinitt
_
will operate in an ocean environment, their
_

_

ects on ocean ecosystems, climate, and biosystems will be the
major environmental concerns. However, the secondary effects of

construction of OTEC plant components and their transportation
to operating sites will also need to be studied. Finally, the
development of OTEC technology may impact local institutions (.e.g,(,
coastal construction communities)- *rid, more'important; international elations.
Since the ocean is'one of man's greatest resources,

its increased Utilization will become a matter of grOwing'concern'
for ail.nations.

Potentially Toxic Effects of'-etallic

B.

lements,

.Current baseline designs project the need for approximately100
ft- of heat exchange surface area for each kW of power p -duced
by an OTEC plant.
Therefore, a 100 MW plant would main in on the
the order of 10 million square fetit of heat exchange area, all of
which would be continually,subjected to the erosive and corrosive
2

forces of sea water flow, causing a certain-quantity of metallic
elements to be dispersed into the ambient sea water every day.
(Although the optimum size of an OTEC plant has yet to be established, 100 MW has been generally accepted for baseline designs.)
The quahtity of exchanger material loss will not only limit the
useful life of the heat exchanger, but it will also partially determine the plant's environmental impact on ambient sea water.
Environmental, Protection Agency (EPA) has established
upper limits for trace,eleent concentrations in marine waters
The U.

based on recommendations fr5m the National Aerademy :of Sciences
According to the EPA:
"The ,4cceptable limits s ecIfie i in the

criteria for substances which exhibit toxic effects were deriyed
by the application of scientific judgment to lethal dose or lethal
concentration data in a manner that provides a margin of safety to
test organisms. ,19/ By determining the rate of exchanger surface
loss in normal flows of sea water, it should be possible to approx-_
ilate whether-traceelement concentrations in that flow exceed
limite.
The types of marine life indigenous to potential OTEC
sites and-therefore susceptible to metallic toxicity could
be determined by searching the appropriate literature.
J
Copper /Nicked

OTEC researchers p oject that if 90/10 copper-nickel is used
the eat exchangers, sea water forces could cause an exchanger wa
thick ess loss of approximately 1-4 mils peryear. 10/11/ Assumin
the worst case, the entire sufacevarea losing four mAils of material,
year, 3333 ft 3 of the alloy would be eroded/corroded out of a 10G

MW plant each year, or approximately 9-ft3 per day. Assuming the same
density for copper and nickel, 555 lb /ft3 (8.9 gm cm 3),and assuming a
sea water flow of 2 x 10 ft- :(57'x 1-0 1 ters ) per day, the
sea water
flow at plant outfall would contain a copper-nickel 'doncentration of
0.04 mg /l, only slightly below the EPA limits of 0.05 mg/1 of
copper
and 0.1 mg/1 of Mickel.

However, in actual pKaCtie, he sea water
flow may be as Mich as twice as large and re-Search to improve
the coefficient of heat transfer may allow considerably smaller heat exchanger
areas. Under any conditions the metallic concentrations would be
quickly diluted beyond the plant outfall.
yet copper-hickel heat exchangers would seem to pose more potential
environmental problems than any other material candidate. Two species
of West Coast mollusks exposed to 0.1 mg /1 of copper showed 100 percent mortality within 72 hours. Mussels showed lco percent mortality
at 0.14 -mg /1 Of copper w _hin 24 hours.
Copper in low concentrations
is also toxic to oysters.
Fifty per-caent of copepods and tubeworms

exposed to copper doses,of 0.5 mg/1 died within 13,and 2 hours
respectively. Furthermore 0.1 mg/1 of copper inhibited photosynthe-'
sis of giant kelp by 70 percent within 48 hours.
Finally, the effects Of copp6r may be even more serious because
it may be concentrated by marine organisms, aIlowing,it to-be avai
bile in higher concentrations in the food chain
Concentration fa6,
torspf_ Marine organisms are 30,00rin phytoplankton, -5,000 in soft
tissues Of mullusks, and 1,000 in fish muscle. 19/
Al

The use of aluminum in the heat exchanger would appear to be
of less environmental concern,,even though the aluminum wOuld-rO
bably erode/corrode at a higher rate than theicopper/nickel alloy.
Assuming the same total exchanger area, 10 \million ft 2 and a yearly
Y9/:
.erosion/corrosion rate
6 eil,sy
13.7 ft
-aluminum would be
.disbersed.each day in the sea wader flow. -At_ d nsity of 168
,

A

lbs/ft

(2.7 gm/cm3),

2300lbs (1.04x 10

mg) of aluminum would
be washed out of the heat exchanger each day by 2 x109 ft3
liters) of water, a continual concentration of d.018 mg/i.
This is approximately 1 percent of the EPA limit for aluminuti
(57 x 10

0

'concentrations in sea water (1.5 mg/1). WHowever-,,little is known
of th toxic effects of aluMl num onspecific marine organisms.
Titanium:

EPA has established no limits for the concentration of titanium in sea water and little or ng testing has been done on the
effects of titanium on marine life.
owever, the use of titanium
4

in the heat exchangers would probably:allow for lower overall sursea
i
fate
!e areas, and the rates of erosion/corrosion for titahium in
water are known to be very low, probably much less than one rn l/y
a
In fact, Lockheed expects a 20-mil thick titanium wall to ha-
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uteful life of 35 years."/ Although little is_known f.the effects
of titanium on marine life,its outfll concentrations would almost
certainly be lower than the-concentrations of either coppdr-nickel
..or aluminum for iimiTarly sized plants.

Plastic

If stress and cracking problems can be overcome, and' if thermal
transfer properties are adequate, heat eltehangers may e constructed
out of.plastiC,especially sine the use of plastic may significantly
lOwer-the capital costs of OTEC plants.
plastic heat exchangers
were used, the probl-- of toxicity-due to ti at exchanger erosion/
corrosion would be o viated.
C.

Potential .._ES1/1141-2'2115E221!2S Ocean Water Mixi_hg

An OTEC plant will continually pum to its condensers near the
Ocean surface vast quantities of cold dee ocean water; it will
pump a similar. amount -of warm surface wa
through its evaporators.
This artificial mixing of natural thermoclines, alinity gradients, and
biotic species near an OTEC plant could have an adverse affect on
local marine ecosystems. For instance, temperature is the single
most important environmen
variable affecting marine organisms, 19/
and operating OTEC plants by theii nature modify somewhat the
hatural thermoclines in their vicinity, lowering surface temperatures slightly and perhaps 'raising temperatures slightly

at the level of condenser outfall
The extent to which ambient
surfa e water temperatu_es are lo red and natural thermoclines
disrupted will depend on plant deign a
site conditions.
-ever, changes caused by a 100-240 MW 0 EC plant should be minimal,
since immediately at plant outfall surf ace. and deep water temper'o

aturesIgill be changed only the order of 1-3-C.

20/

Furthermore,

computer modeling studies are currenly underway to determine
plant Oute:Iall levels and
21/22/

disturbance.

1

--ns which would minimize this th-!rmal.

)

The specific effects on marine life of.therMal changes of
the magnitude expected to- be caused by OTEC operat on have not
been well defined.
First of all, the thermal change effected
bran OTEC plant will be considerably lower than that effected
by more -conventiopaI power. plants.

-(A nuclear power plant,

for instance-, will discharge cooling water
temperatures._2

t 16 °F above intake

3/

Secondly, almost all research relating to therma
stress on marine species has studied the effects.of thermal increases, while an OTEC plant's 'orjly certain thermal impact will
)

to decrease su-face4 Avater temperatures.

(OTEC plants may be
designed so that. C9ndenser water is pumped out at levels where

its temperature

..similar to that of ambient slater.)

Research
is needed on the effects of slight thermal decreases'on marine

species indigenous to potential OTEC sites.

For marine organisms small enough to pass through the heat
exchangers themselves,4however, the temperature changes may be

re

serious than for organisms in the ambient water, since they will be
subjected to the temperature changes in
short period of time.
Depending upon the design of the evaporators and the sea- water flow
rates, Marine organisms carried through the evaporators will
expe;ience a 1 -3 °C drop in approxima

10 seconds.

The

effects of-such a rate of change wou_d have to be determined tor,
specific organisms indigenous to specific OTEC sites.
Besides tt

temperature changes, any forms of marine life
'entrained in the deep ocean water pumped up to the surface will
also be subjected to changes in pressure, salinity gradients,
and levels of turbidity and dissolved oxygen:All these factors
=ffect the natural balance of marine ecosystems, and all will be
disturbed due tdxthe artificial upwellinq of deep ocean water, The
effec=ts on specific marine species can be studied both
three gh literature/ searches and laboratory testing
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Finally,-marine biota may be affed ed by.impingement on
the screens Lcvc,ring the cold and warm water intakes. The
environmental problem of impingement has also been studied -in
23/
relation to floating nuclear powerplants,
and the effects
duri g OTEF_operation sh ld be s milar. For marine biota, impingemen istexpected to be confi d predominantly to small fish
and pelagic invertebrates. Small schooling "bait" fish, jellyand pelagic crustaceans are likely to be impinged in the
-greatest numbers.
The potential for ecologically or commercially
significant losses is -small.

D.

Potentiall

Toxic Effects of

orkin

Fluid ,Leaks

Since in each OTE plant millions of square feet of heat
exchange surface area only 24 -40 mils thick
11 be exposed

to constant physical and chemical stress, there is a strong
possibility leakS may develop in the wOrking fluid transport
ter pressure is greater than working
When the
.

fluid pressure at a y point in the working fluid 1 _p a leak
would result in _seep ge of sea water into the working fluid,
in sufficient guahtity causing serious cycle efficiency losses.
When, on the other hand, the working fluid pressure exceeds the
water pressure at-ajeakage-point, the working fluid would seep
Leaks in ei
_ direction could cause potential
into the sea.
environmental problems, and both could happen in a single system
at the same tiffie.

Although ammonia is not the only working fluid candidate,
seems most likely to be chosen because t!)f its excellent thermal
Operties. Therefore, the potentially toxic effects of ammonia

_aksintoarn-bientsea water are prose:- ad here.
If pressure differentials allow the inward leakage
of sea water, a water cleanup s- system would have to be installed

in the working fluid loop.
Such a cleanup System Could
take several forms, the most likely being a distillation column.According to Lockheed's OTEC feasibility Study, a distillation
cleanup syste_ for a 160 MW net power plant would-dump a maxitum
of 65 gallons of water into the ocean every hour. 10/
,

'hi s, effluent

'water, cooled down before dispersal to 100°F, would have an ammo nia
content of approximately 3 perdent. In such small amounts, neither
the heat nor the ammonia dispersed into the ocean from a distilla-

tion-type water cleanup system would have a significant effect on
the environment.
Since a working fluid inventory monitoring device would be
installed in OTEC plants to give early warning of ammonia leakage
into the sea water, under normal operating conditions ammonia'losses
into sea water would fall within tolerable limits.

Sea water flow
through a baseline 100 MW OTEC plant has been calculated to be on
_he'order of 2.4-4.8 x 10 9 ft 3 /day. Assuming a minimum volume of
3
19
ft
(57 x 10 liters) per day, ammonia would have to leak into
the sea water at a rate of 5 x 104 lbs (23 x 10 mg) per day to reach
the U.S. EPA's limit for ammonia concentration in marine water (0.4 mg/1).

Since the normal operating inventory of ammonia for a 100 MW
OTEC plant has been calculated to be on the orde of 2-3.5 x 10 6 lbs,

evenat the upper limit the EPA water quality standard would
not be exceeded unless the plant wore losing more than 1,perbent of i_ts total inventory each day.
Such a serious malfunctio could only resul
rom a major breakdown, a collision
with an,)ocean --going vessel, or a tropical storm.

However, a natural or manmade disaster could cause an
ammonia spill which would pollute marine water beyond EPA sta_dards.
The depth of the layer into which the leaked ammonia would milx and
the volume of ocean water impacted can only be determined after
final decisions on design parameters and in situ
to testing
testing of currents
thermoclines aye made.
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Little information is °available on the toxic effects of

ammonia on specific marine organisms.

However, because of'the

-sligthigher alkalinity of sea water, ammonia may be more toxic
in sea water than in freshwater
E.

Potential Ecolo

19/

mpact-g---0 Biocides

chlorine has been nested for use as a biocide to prevent
biofouling on the s a water side of heat exchange surfaces. OTEC
proponents haVe suggested an application rate of 0.1-0.5 ppm..
The U.S. EPA's Proposed_ Criteria for Water Vunlit : states that

concentrations of free residual chlorine in marine waters in
excess of 0.01 mg /i are unacceptable. Although proposed initial
concentrations in an ()TEC plant are 10-50 times greater than EPA's

acceptable.imit for marine water, those concentrations would be
diluted quickly by ambient sea water beyond the outfall of an OTEC
plant., The rate of d*lution Could be determined by dispersion
modeling.
La oratory studies would also have to determine which marine
species would be affected and to what degree by the chlorine discharge.
FurtherTIOre, chlorine mixed with ammonia may be even'
19/
more toxic.Since th'e possibility of such a mixture exists in an
,OTEC,piant where ;ammonia: is used as the working fluid and chlorine
as a biocide, studies should be Made to determine the potential
environmental effects of possible mixtures.
In general, marine fish have shown a slight irritant activity

when exposed to chlorine concentrations of 1 mg/1 and a violent
irritant activity at 10 rg /l.
Since chlorine will be added :to
flow-through sea water at a rate only 0.5-0.01 percent of the
rate needed to cause slight irritant activity, the toxic effects
of the chlorine on marine. fish should be minimal, especially considering the chlorinated water will be quickly diluted by ambient
sea water.

_ysters, on the other hand, reduce pumping activity when exposed to chlorine concentrations of 0.01-0.05 mg/1 and could not
maintain effective pumping in (7,111crine concentrations of 1.n mg/i.

Samplings taken at potential OTEC sites would help indicate whether
marine organisms which could be harmed by chlorine discharges
were present.
The'potentially toxic effects of chlorine use as a biocide
. may be obviated, however, by the use of mechanical cleaning devices.
'For example, the sea water side of the tube in a shell-and-tube
-exchanger could be brush-cleaned, although the individual component
being cleaned might have to be decommisAioned temporarily.
An
automatic in-operation mechanical cleaning system involving the
passage of a rubber ball every 5-10 minutes through each exchanger
tuba is also being considered.
The heat exchanger surfaces might also be chemically coated
with a toxic substance to minimize biofoulind.
Salts of copper,
mercury, arsenic, tin and antimony are currently used as biocides
in mar inc coatings; however, the environmental consequences of
such toxicants would have to be studied.
Anti-biofouting fluorochemicals are currently being applied
to metal surfaces and tested in marine environments, and research
is being done on the possibility of manipulating the initial
exchanger surfac e properties to control microbiological slime
formatiob.
Finally, a prastic coating may be applied to exchanger
surf-aces fo inhibit biofouling it hear transfer problems can be

U. PotonLIal_ Wet 1:

Tho

propane as

et

I

t

ProbLem

ii friront chemicals in OTEC plants (e.g., ammonia or

workh,; finil, chlorine as a biocide) could endanger

the safety of construction, operation, or maintenance personnel.
Therefore, safety guidelines similar to those already in effect inindustry for handling those chemicals will have to be established.

The possibility of fires or explosions would be especially serious_
if propane were chosen as a working fluid, which seems unlikely at
the present time.
Propane would tend to vaporize in seawater; if
undetected, it might collect underwater, posing the possibility of
an underwater explosion.
A

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration has
set
standards limiting the concentration of various toxic materials
to which an employee may be
-o_ed. t The maximum allowable concentration of chlorine (8-hour weighted average) is 1.0 plart
per million (ppm).
Ammonia is less flammable than propane, but its use still
may lead to fires, explosions, or noxious; gases. The gas produces
slight irritation of the eves and throat at concentrations of 280
to 490 mg. 3
Higher concentrations of 1700 to 4500 mg _,_3 are
required to induce pulmonary edema.
Yet ammonia is not considerted
to constitute a serious threat to human health as an air pollutant.-24/
The OSHA has limifed the maximum allowable concentration of ammonia
(8-hour weighted average ) to 50 pprri.
.

However, ammonia's strong odor below toxic levels would
allow leaks into the air to be readily' detected.
Furthermore,
inventory monitoring devlc-- would warn OPEC operators of
significant working lluld leaks, fallowing repairs to bet made
quickly.

Potential Climatolo ic4lilppacts of Lowered Sea Surface
Temperatures

The operation of an OTEC plant may slightly lower the temperature
A slightly lower ocean surface
of ambient ocean surface water.
temperature would lead to slightly lower air'temperatures at the
local air-Water interface. . Such temperature anomalies may affect
dthev.aspects of the microclimate, e.g., winds and currents.k

For a single'100.MW OTEC plant irrpaticT only 10 -40 square, kilo,

meters of ocean surface, the mleroclimatic effects would probably
For a 100 MW plant operating in the summer, 11
be insignificant.
square kilometers of ocean surface may be lowered a maximum of
0.32°C; for a 240 MW plant, 42 square kilometers of ocean surface
20/ MOreover, the ocean surface
may be Towered at maximum of 0.54°C.
exhibits a natural ability to return to an equilibrium temperature'.
Lower surface temperatures will increase heat flow back-into the oceans
60-70 cal

day

22/ because of decreased back radiation And

InWer evaporation tosSes, thereby partially offsetting heat losses
due to the p_ or system,

OTEC plants operating in the same general ocean area
may .-.mpact the local climate more seriously.

However,. OTEC plants

could not be placed to closely together, because they might lower
surface temperatures onOugh to interfere with the temperature UlfferenLials needed For efficlenL operation. Consequently,. lowered
surface temperatures would probably disturb OTEC operations before
they would disturb tle local

H.

Social and Institutional Impacts
Although OTEC is a new, ener=gy producing technology, tts

development should have little impact on social or institutional
Structures beyond that typically associated with-large-scale
construction projects. Thousands of new jobs may be created,
but fabrication sites and techniques are already available in
coastal ship- building communities, especially those equipped to
build large deep-sea oil drilling platforms. However, deep-water
pi-otected areas near deployment sites likely will be- required for
final assembly- causing transportation and support problems typica
for any deep water - construction project.
0

Since OTEC plants take advantage _ f the natural energy conversion
and storage capabilities of the ocean some may be built to operate
as base-load electricity producing units, contributing their power
to existing grids.
Consequently,-they will have little unique
impact on utilities.

A potential problem may develop, however,
with regard' to jurisdiction over °TEC plants operating off the

coast and the pricing structure of electricity sold to a national
grid.

The most serious institutional problem posed by the operation of
OTEC plants will be the question of international rig t and responsibilities.
The growing recognition that the ocean may beone
of man's last untapped resources ios already leading to international
disciussioli
litigation, and, in some cases, friction over the rights
International legislation will _a.ve to
to utilize these resources.
be written to allow for the installation and maintenance of OTEC
plants in interna t,icra l waters.
The problem of possible international
royalties will have to be Solved=
interna'tional arbitration will be
needed to reso
Iri
questions of respOnsibility and liability=
short, OTEC could. open up a new area of international concern about
the ownership and operation of onerg -produci,ng installations in
international waters.

SECTION V

NEPA DOCUMENT WORK PLAN AND
ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH PROJECTS

A.

Introduction

t a preliminary draft
purpose of this section is to lay
work plan for environmental analysis of the ocean thermal energy
Th

conversion technology being developed by the Energy Research and
It addresses the preparation of EnviDevelopment Administration (ERDA).
ronmental Development Plans, Environmental Impact Assessments, and
lEnvironmental-,Impact Statements, as well as the conduct of basic
and applied research supportive of developing a better understanding of -the environmental consequences of OTEC.
The work scheduled in this report should not be construed as
official plans of either the Division of Solar Energy or of ERDA
as a whole. The work shown is that identified by the contractor.
Many of the projects identified and outlined in Section D can be

carried out outside of ERDA and can be handled in a variety of ways.
The-scheduled work does not take into account breakthroughs or findings which may aliow for significant reductions or expansions in
(

effort, and it may not reflect specific work already underway in
the public or Private sectors.
D.

'Description of NEPA Documents
Eackprouw

The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), impleddelines
mented by Executive Order on March 5, 1970, and the
c

of the Council on Environmental OttVlity of August 1, 1973, require
that all agencies of the Federal government prepare detailed envi-

ronmental statements on major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment- The objective of NEPA

T

is to build into the Federal agency decision- making prqceis

at

the earliest possible point, an appropriate and careful consider*
ation of all environmental as ects'of a ,propo d action in order
that adverse environmental effects may be avoided or minimized.
in carFvying out this mandate, each agency of the government
has set out poli -y and procedures for implementing the'e require-

ments.' ERDA currently operates under official guidelines originally
established by and for the now defunct Atomic Energy Commission.
In an effort to up-date and reorient the guidelines to ERDA's ned'ds,
'alternative guidelines are now being prepared within ERDA.
Although the proposed revisionstiave yet to be finalized or
adopted, because the propased changes are so extensive and because
this document
to serve as an input to a future egency planning
effort, for purposes of this analysis the most-recnt proposed
revision (November 1, 1976) has been used to represent the future
official guidelines.
The discussion of 'NEPA report requirements
and the recommended work schedule is predicated on the guidance
provided in Jle November 1 draft revision.
The backbone of ERDA's compliance program is the preparation
and review (by the agency and the public) of documents addressing
the environmental aspects of programs and projects of the agency
Three types of documents are particularly important:
Environmental
Development Plans (EDP's), Environment Ai Impact Assessments (ETA's),
and Environmental Impact Statements (EIS's). Each is described
below.

ironmcntal Development Plans
L

_

An Environmental Development Plan (EDP) i the basic. EWDA
management document for the plannilbudgting, managing, ar'd reviewing of the broad environmental implications of each energy

technology alternaitcive for each major ERDA research, development,
and demonstration and commercialization program. The EDP is de-

(signed to identify environmental issues, problems, and concerns

as early as possible during the program's development, to analyze
,

the available data and assess the C_ rent state of knowledge related
to each issue, problem,ancl concern, to set forth strategies to resolve
these, to set forth the processes by which the publi'e is involved
in identification and resolution of these issues, problems, and
concerns, and to designate significant milestones for resolution of
these issues, problems, .and concerns. The timing of the EDP's mileEDP's,
stones reflects the sequencing of the technology development.
once completed, are made available to the public.
-3.

Environmental ImImpact
p ti t Ac essments

An Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) is a written report,
Assistant Administrator or an'ERDA program office,
prepared by
which evaluates the eneirenMental impacts of propoSed ERDA actions
to assure that environmental values are considered at the earliest

meaningful point in the decision-making process and which, pased
upon the evaluation, determines whether or not an environmental
The EIA is intended to be
impact statement-should be prepared.
a brief, factual, and objective document describing Ihe proposed
.
,

action, the enOrpnment
whidt may be impacted, the potential envro
-V
mental impacts during constri Lion, operation, and site restoration,
potential conflicts with Fede, State, regional, or local plans,
and the environmental implications of alterilatives.
,

I

,-----,

4.

Environmental Impact Statements

An Lvironmental impaet Statement (EIS) is a document prepared at the earliest 1,aninciful point in the decision peaking proeeSs, whichanalyzes the anticipated environmental impacts of proposed

A

ERDA actions 'and of, reasonably available alternatives and which
reflects responsible public and .governmental views and concerns.

An EIS is prepared in re,ponse to plans in the program's-EDP or
after he review of an EIA which identifies potentially signifcnt
impacts.

The EIS goes through a specific preparation process
involving agency and public review.
The EIS goes through four steps during its preparation.
The prelir-Onary draft is reviewed within ERDA, the draft is distributed
he public for review and comment, the preliminary
final incorporating comments submitted to ERDA in response to the
draft is reviewed within ERDA, and the final EIS is issued
reflecting the agenc's final review and deliberations. This
final LIE is then officially filed- with the Council on Environmental
Quality and distributed to the public: Except in special cases,
no ERDA action Subject to EIS preparation can be taken so -ner
than 30 day s after the final EIS has been issued.
An EIS can be prepared covering programs, projects, or the
use of ERDA facilities.
In each case the docnment must reflect
the utilization of a systematic interdisciplinary approach which
will insure the integrated use of the natural and socialsciences
and the environmental design aIts.
Contents of the report cover a description of'\t/he proposed

action ad alternatives, a description of the existing environment, an analysi,s of environmental impacts of the proposed action
and its alternatives, and a specific review of the unavoidable
adverse effects, resource use, land use implHcations, and the environmental- tradeoffs represented by the pl
,sod notion and the
alternatives.

NEPA Document Wor k Plan

Figure V-1 presens an environmental work schedUle for various
OTEC projects. Also included is a schedule for the various research
projects which are proposed below.
D.

Research and Develc---1

Proje-

Cf,

Research is cur-en y underway to study several of the environmental issues raised in this report.- For instance, a combined CMU/
University of Hawaii team is studying the potential effect of biofouling at d specific location off the coast of Hawaii; the Naval

Research Laboratory and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
are using different kinds of computer modeling to study fluid
Since OTEC technology is still in its
dynamics and dispersion.
early stages of development, it will be possible to adjust it
mitigate many of its environmental problems.
Through the preparation of EEA's environmental survey of
ERDA's ocean thermal energy, conversion program, other environmental
issues were identified which could not be adequately analyzed
within the context of this study due to,the complexity of the
problem, the g,:2neral lack of necessary research data, and the
This section idenlevel of effort and schedule of the EEA study.
tifies specific follow-up research projects which the EEA staff
felt were critical to the understanding of the environmental consequen ces of large scale commercial application of OTEC and which are
not likely to be specifically or adequately addressed solely in the
preparation of NEPA documents. Many other research projects
represents a condenThis
were identified during SEA's study.
.,-at,ton and trimming down of draft lists to those ,projects which were

felt to be of greatest importance to the advancement of OTEC use
and the associated decision-making proctess within the Federal govern/

Ment.

FIGURE V-1

OCEAN THERMAL ENERGY (EA0304)
ENVIRONMENTAL WORK SCHEDULE

CALENDAR YEAR
WORK ELEMENT

1976
1

i

1978

1977
i

i

1

1979
1

1981

1980
1

1

1

NEPA DOCUMENTS

ENVIRONMENTAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN
EIS
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PROjECTS

(1) MARINE LIFE IMPACTS
(2) OCEAN IMPACTS

' (3) WORKER SAFETY
(4) PROCESSING SAFETY

EIS

EIA

4 DEMONSTRATION

R rSEARCH

EIS

,

EIS

1-1--

1.

OTEC Marine Life Exposure Simulations
Through laboratory or in situ exposure simulation,
the effect of exposure to OTEC physical and chemicaf
conditions on ocean flora and fauna will be analy.
Specific species common to one or more OTEC candidate
sites will be subjected to chemical and physical
environmental changes sinIt'ulating those anticipated

during passage through heat exchangers or in passing
through the outflow of the plant.
The observed effects will be analyzed and extrapolated
to estimate total impacts of OTEC commercial sized plant
operation.
2.

Analysis of °TEC Impacts on Ocean Environment
Models to predict the impact of OTEC facili tie
on ocean temperature gradients and levels, 'nut_Jient distribution and depletion, water evaporation,
solar energy absorption, and climate will be
postulated and in situ monitoring data needs determined as may be required for model validation.
.1

An ambient monitoring program to take effect during
pilot plant operation will be proposed and priorities
established.
Monitoring will
plant site.

7,

carried out at the prototype

Data will be used tc validate model parameters and
relatinships and the models/applied to predicting
possible ipacts of large saale OTEC deployment.
3.

Worker Safoty Analysis
['or a prototypical OTEC facility, the number of
workers, thoir duties and their locations at the
Foci lity should be d'otermined.

For each worker or type of worker, a work day schedule
of duties will be developed and the potential for
eXposuro to working fluid or biocide chemicals assessed.
c.211,Attatlye estimates for the level and duration
of expoure to each will be made and these exposures
compared to available dose/effect information on the
The analysis will
alternative subject materials.
cover sOrtup, normal oporar-ion, and several failure

modo.

If significant hazards are identified, mitigating
protective measures will be formulated and their
cost estimated.
4.

Safety of OTEC Based Processing
The general safety considerations associated with
the production of ammonia and hydrogen-via OTEC
energy production shall be identified and the safety
record and procedures of conventional hydrogen and
ammonia production investigated.

Physical conditions at sea an operational-differences
of OTEC vs. conventional production operations for
these materials will be examined'and relative safety
(associated control measures) of such facilities determined.
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